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Abstract
Background: Theory and artificial selection experiments show that recombination can promote
adaptation by enhancing the efficacy of natural selection, but the extent to which recombination
affects levels of adaptation across the genome is still an open question. Because patterns of
molecular evolution reflect long-term processes of mutation and selection in nature, interactions
between recombination rate and genetic differentiation between species can be used to test the
benefits of recombination. However, this approach faces a major difficulty: different evolutionary
processes (i.e. negative versus positive selection) produce opposing relationships between
recombination rate and genetic divergence, and obscure patterns predicted by individual benefits
of recombination.
Results: We use a combination of polymorphism and genomic data from the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae to infer the relative importance of nearly-neutral (i.e. slightly deleterious) evolution in
different gene categories. For genes with high opportunities for slightly deleterious substitution,
recombination substantially reduces the rate of molecular evolution, whereas divergence in genes
with little opportunity for slightly deleterious substitution is not strongly affected by recombination.
Conclusion: These patterns indicate that adaptation throughout the genome can be strongly
influenced by each gene's recombinational environment, and suggest substantial long-term fitness
benefits of enhanced purifying selection associated with sexual recombination.
Background
Genetic drift is expected to overpower natural selection
when selection is weak and effective population size (Ne)
is small [1-3]. Recombination increases the effective pop-
ulation size in which genes evolve by reducing interfer-
ence between linked loci under selection [4,5]. As a result,
recombination is expected to facilitate the spread of ben-
eficial mutations and the elimination of deleterious muta-
tions [6,7]. Because recombination rates vary between
different regions of a genome [e.g. yeast: [8]; Drosophila:
[9]; Mammals: [10]; plants: [11]], adaptation at the
molecular level might be strongly affected by each gene's
recombinational environment – genes evolving in low
recombination regions are expected to be poorly adapted
relative to those in high recombination regions [12,13].
Comparative genome analyses are potentially useful for
assessing whether recombination promotes adaptation
because long-term evolutionary processes are reflected in
patterns of genetic divergence between species [13-19].
However, genomic approaches face a major challenge –
multiple processes can contribute to evolutionary diver-
gence between species and each predicts a different rela-
tionship between protein evolution and recombination
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rate (Table 1). The rate of neutral substitution is unaf-
fected by recombination and will tend to reduce correla-
tions between recombination rate and total nucleotide
divergence between species [20], mildly deleterious (i.e.
nearly neutral) substitutions will generate a negative cor-
relation between recombination and divergence [21], and
adaptive substitutions generate a positive correlation
between recombination and divergence [22].
The relationship between recombination and divergence
will be shaped by the predominant process of molecular
evolution (i.e. neutral; slightly deleterious; adaptive). To
test whether recombination facilitates adaptation
throughout the genome (by enhancing purifying and pos-
itive selection), genes evolving under purifying selection
and those evolving via positive selection should be ana-
lyzed separately, as each predicts a different relationship
between divergence and recombination rate. Unfortu-
nately, inferring the processes causing molecular diver-
gence has traditionally been problematic without detailed
within- and between-species genetic data [23], which lim-
its the extent of the genome that can be analyzed.
Here we take an alternative approach. By capitalizing on
an extensive volume of yeast (Saccharomyces  spp.)
genomic and polymorphism data, individual genes can be
partitioned by their 'opportunity' for slightly deleterious
evolution, and benefits of recombination can be tested.
Furthermore, direct estimates of local recombination rates
are available for most genes in the S. cerevisiae genome,
whole-genome sequencing projects provide data for esti-
mating protein evolutionary rates, and previous studies
have revealed that the average strength of selection pre-
dictably varies between genes with different functional
attributes [reviewed in [22]; see below]. Evolutionary the-
ory predicts that mildly deleterious substitutions will
accumulate readily in genes subject to weak selection, but
not in those subject to strong selection (see Fig. 1). To the
extent that substitutions differentiating species are often
deleterious (e.g., genes with weakly-selected mutations;
Fig. 1 – small |Nesd|), increased recombination is expected
to decrease the rate of protein evolution by inhibiting the
spread of deleterious mutations. However, in genes with
little opportunity for slightly deleterious divergence (e.g.
Substitution rate as a function of the effective strength of  selection Figure 1
Substitution rate as a function of the effective strength of selec-
tion. The bold solid curve represents the slightly deleterious 
divergence rate between species. Remaining curves represent 
adaptive divergence under three scenarios: open triangles when 
the beneficial mutation rate (ub) is 1% of the deleterious mutation 
rate (ud); open circles when ub is 5% of ud; 'X-marks' when ub is 
10% of ud. The strength of selection against deleterious mutations 
(|Nesd|) is shown on the x-axis, where sd is the average strength of 
purifying selection. A. The average strength of positive selection 
(sb) is equal to the average strength of purifying selection (sd); B. sb 
is twice as strong as sd; C. sd is twice as strong as sb. When selec-
tion is weak, mildly-deleterious substitutions outnumber adaptive 
substitutions; divergence in weakly-selected genes is therefore 
predicted to be negatively correlated with local recombination 
rate. As the strength of selection increases, adaptive substitutions 
predominate; divergence in strongly-selected genes is therefore 
predicted to be positively correlated with recombination rate. 
The adaptive divergence rate is ub(1 - e-4Nsp)/(1 - e-4Ns), where s is 
the average benefit conferred by each mutation, and p is the initial 
frequency of each mutation (results for p = 0.0001 are shown). 
The slightly deleterious rate is ud(1 - e-4Nsp)/(1 - e-4Ns), where ud is 
the deleterious mutation rate, and s is the average cost of each 
mutation (equations modified from [30]; Ne = N). The assumption 
that the beneficial mutation rate is much smaller than the deleteri-
ous mutation rate is supported by theory and mutation accumula-
tion experiments [38,55-57; but see 58,59].
Table 1: Different processes of molecular evolution produce 
different correlations between recombination rate and 
nucleotide divergence between species1.
Model of 
evolution





Neutral s = 0 None
Slightly deleterious -1/(2Ne) <s < 0 Negative
Adaptive s > 0 Positive
1 See text for details
2 The selection coefficient, s (-1 ≤ s < ∞), reflects the strength and 
direction of selection acting upon new mutations during the process 
of fixationBMC Evolutionary Biology 2007, 7:235 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/7/235
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genes subject to strong purifying selection; Fig. 1 – large
|Nesd|), recombination will increase the rate of divergence
by enhancing the spread of beneficial mutations (to the
extent that such mutations frequently arise).
Results & Discussion
Inferring the fitness effects of deleterious mutations
Highly expressed genes appear to evolve under stronger
purifying selection than low-expressed genes (although
the mechanistic basis of this pattern is still debated; [24-
27]). Consequently, gene expression level is a good pre-
dictor of the average fitness effect of deleterious muta-
tions. Experimental gene knockouts have also identified
suites of genes that are essential for survival, while many
others are nonessential. To the extent that whole gene
knockout phenotypes reflect the fitness effects of individ-
ual mutations, mutations in essential genes are predicted
to have larger fitness effects than mutations in nonessen-
tial genes [25,28-30]. Lastly, proteins have variable num-
bers of interaction partners (protein-protein interactions
per gene – PPI – range up to nearly 300 PPI in yeast; Con-
nallon & Knowles unpub.), which indicate the level of
constraint due to pleiotropy [25]. Because individual
mutations are likely to disrupt more cellular processes in
genes with many PPI compared to those with few PPI,
purifying selection is expected to be stronger in genes with
many PPI [31].
Previous inferences of the strength of purifying selection
acting on different gene categories are based on an
observed elevated rate of nonsynonymous substitution in
low-expressed nonessential genes with few PPI [25],
which assumes that elevated rates of substitution are
caused by genetic drift. An alternative possibility is that
rapidly evolving genes undergo frequent bouts of positive
selection. To test this assumption, we analyzed available
polymorphism data from S. cerevisiae genes (see Methods
and Additional file 1). Under a neutral/nearly-neutral
model, patterns of within species polymorphism are
expected to mirror patterns of interspecific substitution
(i.e. genes with high substitutions rates also exhibit high
levels of polymorphism [32]). Positive selection decou-
ples patterns of polymorphism and divergence and is
expected to increase the number of substitutions relative
to polymorphisms [33].
Low-expressed genes harbor more nonsynonymous poly-
morphisms (represented by the Pn/Ps ratio; Pn and Ps refer
to nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms,
respectively) and substitutions (Dn/Ds), than highly
expressed genes, consistent with the neutral/nearly-neu-
tral model (Fig. 2; see Additional file 1). Low-expressed
genes also harbor higher levels of moderate- to high-fre-
quency polymorphism (i.e. "non-singleton" polymor-
phism). High frequency polymorphisms are not expected
to be strongly deleterious (see [34]), but rather, will con-
sist of neutral and slightly deleterious mutations – muta-
tions that can potentially become fixed via genetic drift.
Dn/Ds ratios are significantly lower than Pn/Ps ratios for all
gene expression categories (G test; singletons included: P
< 0.0001; singletons excluded: P < 0.005, except for upper
25% expressed genes: P > 0.1), indicating that the pre-
dominant pattern of selection on yeast genes is purifying.
Similar results are reached by partitioning the data into
gene essentiality categories (see Additional file 1; a mean-
ingful statistical analysis based on PPI was not possible
due to small sample size). The results strongly support
previous inferences of selection intensity based on diver-
gence data, and suggest that nonessential genes with low
expression are relatively likely to evolve under a nearly-
neutral process.
Recombination and protein divergence
Analysis of 4786 genes in the yeast species Saccharomyces
cerevisiae  and S. paradoxus shows that nonsynonymous
divergence is weakly negatively correlated with recombi-
nation rate (partial r = -0.052, P < 0.01 after Bonferroni
correction; as previously reported by Pal et al. [14]). This
negative relationship is markedly stronger for low-
expressed genes, particularly nonessential genes with few
PPI (Fig. 3). In contrast, the divergence of highly expressed
genes tends to correlate positively with recombination
rate, though all such associations are weak. For both
classes of nonessential genes as well as for the entire data-
Ratios of replacement to silent polymorphism (Pn/Ps) in S. cer- evisiae, and substitutions (Dn/Ds) between S. cerevisiae and S.  paradoxus Figure 2
Ratios of replacement to silent polymorphism (Pn/Ps) in S. cerevi-
siae, and substitutions (Dn/Ds) between S. cerevisiae and S. para-
doxus. Results were obtained by pooling polymorphism and 
divergence data for multiple genes within each expression cate-
gory (see Fig. S1 for similar results using a different approach). Pn/
Ps ratios are lower in highly expressed genes: upper vs. lower 50% 
with singletons, P = 0.172; upper vs. lower 25% with singletons, P 
= 0.026; upper vs. lower 50% without singletons, P = 0.203; upper 
vs. lower 25% without singletons, P = 0.023. Dn/Ds ratios are lower 
for highly expressed genes for all comparisons (P < 0.0001).BMC Evolutionary Biology 2007, 7:235 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/7/235
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set, the relationship between recombination and diver-
gence in low-expressed genes is more negative than that of
highly expressed genes (Upper vs. lower 25% expression
quartiles: all genes, nlow = 1197, nhigh = 1197, P = 0.041;
nonessential PPI = 1, nlow = 246, nhigh = 218, P < 0.0001;
nonessential PPI > 1, nlow = 222, nhigh = 142, P = 0.041.
Upper vs. lower 50% expression quantiles: all genes, nlow =
2393, nhigh = 2393, P = 0.148; nonessential PPI = 1, nlow =
424, nhigh = 411, P = 0.046; nonessential PPI > 1, nlow =
435, nhigh = 327, P = 0.005).
These results clearly show that recombination can influ-
ence the rate of protein evolution at a genome wide scale
and that the impact of recombination rate variation is
strongest for low-expressed, nonessential genes with few
PPI. Associations between recombination and divergence
rate cannot be explained by covariation between recombi-
nation rate and several variables that independently affect
protein evolution (the effects were controlled for; see
Methods). Estimates of the relative recombination rate
between genes are coarse and limited by the quality of the
S. cerevisiae recombination map, and there are potential
evolutionary changes in recombination between S. cerevi-
siae and S. paradoxus. However, both of these factors will
decrease the strength of associations between divergence
and recombination, and will cause our test to be conserv-
ative.
Mutation bias is also unlikely to account for the effect of
recombination on protein evolution. We present associa-
tions between recombination and divergence at nonsyn-
onymous sites (dN) rather than between recombination
and  dN/dS  ratios because synonymous sites are under
selection in yeast [e.g. [35]]. Indeed, codon usage bias
(Fop) is positively correlated with recombination (as previ-
ously reported [35]), most strongly for highly expressed
genes, which presumably have stronger selection for opti-
mal codons (highest 50% expression partial rrec-Fop = 0.214
vs. lowest 50% rrec-Fop = 0.100; highest 25% expression par-
tial  rrec-Fop = 0.249 vs. lowest 25% rrec-Fop = 0.089; P  <
0.0001 for both comparisons). As a consequence, dS is
negatively correlated with recombination (highest 50%
expression partial rrec-Fop = -0.131 vs. lowest 50% rrec-Fop = -
0.077, P = 0.031; highest 25% expression partial rrec-Fop = -
0.122 vs. lowest 25% rrec-Fop = -0.075, P = 0.123). Further-
more, direct estimates indicate higher mutation rates in
Recombination and protein evolutionary rate Figure 3
Recombination and protein evolutionary rate. The relationship (r = partial correlation coefficient; see materials and methods) between 
recombination rate and dN for five gene expression intervals: the lower gene expression quartile (2.25 to 3.15 log mRNA abundance), the 
lower 50% expression (3.31 to 4.54 log mRNA abundance), and the upper gene expression quartile (3.53 to 4.54 log mRNA abundance). 
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001 (after Bonferroni correction for five comparisons).BMC Evolutionary Biology 2007, 7:235 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/7/235
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regions of high recombination [36,37], which should
make our tests conservative. Despite these caveats with
respect to using dS  to estimate underlying mutational
dynamics across the genome, dN/dS  produces nearly-
identical patterns of covariation with recombination (see
Additional file 1, Fig. S3).
The results are consistent with evolutionary theory sug-
gesting that recombination enhances the efficacy of selec-
tion [e.g. [6,12]]. Mutations with weak fitness effects
respond to selection when the effective population size
(Ne) is large, but evolve via genetic drift when Ne is small.
By increasing Ne, recombination enhances the power of
selection and minimizes genetic drift. Furthermore, the
adaptive consequences of recombination may be extreme
in yeast since most genes in the yeast genome can be
defined by weak purifying selection (~75% of genes are
nonessential; ~50% have one PPI; TC & LLK unpub.).
Such genes also tend to reside in genomic regions with rel-
atively low recombination frequencies (see Additional file
1, Fig. S4). The correlations revealed by the data are par-
ticularly striking when one considers the method by
which the genes are partitioned. Functional genomic data
permits classification of genes according to their relative
opportunities for slightly deleterious evolution. However,
multiple types of substitutions (i.e. slightly deleterious,
neutral, and beneficial) are likely to contribute to each
gene's total genetic divergence between species. This plu-
rality should dampen patterns predicted by any single
processes, and will cause the conclusions presented here
to be conservative.
Why does highly-expressed gene divergence show no cor-
relation with recombination rate? There are two major
possibilities. If genes under stronger selection tend to
experience fewer beneficial mutations, their overall diver-
gence rate might be relatively unaffected by local recombi-
nation. This might occur because strongly-selected genes
are closer to perfection than weakly-selected genes and
therefore have less opportunity for improvement, or
because tradeoffs via pleiotropy (as indicated by high PPI
[31]) limit the opportunity for beneficial mutations [38-
40]. Secondly, selection for beneficial mutations might be
very strong. The adaptive impact of varying recombina-
tion rate (and thus Ne) is expected to decrease with the
strength of selection (i.e. s; [3,41]). If beneficial mutations
tend to be strongly advantageous, they will tend to
become fixed in low or in high recombinational environ-
ments.
Conclusion
This study shows that recombination reduces evolution-
ary divergence in genes under relatively weak purifying
selection (e.g. low-expressed, nonessential, few PPI), and
at best, marginally increases divergence in genes under
strong purifying selection (e.g. highly expressed, essential,
many PPI). This pattern suggests that enhanced purifying
selection is a primary long-term benefit of recombination
in nature. The efficient removal of deleterious mutations
might increase the competitive ability of sexual species
and contribute to the observed ubiquity of sexual repro-
duction in eukaryotes [6,42].
While this interpretation is appealing and supported by
both theory and data from other taxa [e.g. [12,13]], it
should be noted that inferences about the processes driv-
ing nucleotide divergence between species are tentative
and reflect a major limitation of molecular divergence
data. Future studies using entire-genome polymorphism
and divergence data can add resolution by estimating the
proportion of adaptive substitutions per gene [see [23]].
Such estimates, combined with inferences about the
slightly deleterious substitution rate (derived from expres-
sion, essentiality and PPI data), will permit a much
improved analysis of the benefits of recombination.
Methods
Data
Publically available polymorphism data was obtained via
[43] and [44]. Genes with at least four samples from S. cer-
evisiae and at least one polymorphic site were included in
the analysis, resulting in a dataset of 35 genes (lower 25%
expression, n = 11; lower 50% expression, n = 12; upper
50% expression, n = 23; upper 25% expression, n = 17;
essential genes, n = 7; nonessential genes, n = 28), com-
prising 34443 nonsynonymous, and 9975 synonymous
nucleotide sites. The mean number of samples per gene
was   = 22. Orthologous sequences from S. paradoxus
were obtained via BLAST search at [45].
Per gene recombination rates for S. cerevisiae are those
reported by Gerton et al. [8] [data available at [46]]. These
estimates refer to recombination rates per sexual genera-
tion. The total, per generation recombination rate during
the evolutionary history of each gene is the product of the
rate under sexual reproduction (Rsex) and the frequency of
outcrossing (Oc);  RTOT  =  RsexOc  (modified from [47]).
Because the exact value of Oc will be the same for all genes
in the genome, Rsex per gene i, relative to Rsex for other
genes, will be the same as RTOT per gene i, relative to RTOT
for other genes
, and Rsex
should accurately capture relative rates of total recombi-
nation for each gene. Furthermore, because 0 <Oc < 1 [47],
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dicted to most strongly impact the efficacy of selection
[48], will be represented with yeast genes.
Protein divergence data for S. cerevisiae and S. paradoxus
orthologous genes were kindly provided by D. Allan
Drummond (see [24] for details). Gene expression values
for S. cerevisiae were calculated from seven time period
estimates during the diauxic shift by DeRisi et al. [49]
[data available at [50]]. Average and maximum expression
levels for the seven time periods were calculated using the
method of Kliman et al. [35]. Results for average gene
expression (Eavg) across the time periods are presented
here; results do not differ when maximum expression val-
ues (Emax) are used. Essential genes were identified
through the GeneMerge database [51]. Gene length, dis-
pensability, protein-protein interactions and genome
map positions were obtained from the Saccharomyces
Genome Database. Genes with no known interaction
partner were excluded from analyses involving PPI as a
variable. Space between genes (SBG) was calculated by the
method of Hey & Kliman [9]. Recombination, expression,
length, SBG and divergence estimates were available for
4786 genes in total, including essential genes with two or
more PPI (n = 329), essential genes with 1 PPI (n = 195),
nonessential genes with two or more PPI (n = 762), and
nonessential genes with 1 PPI (n = 835). Our dataset is
available upon request.
Analysis
Population samples for each gene were aligned with Clus-
talW [52], available online, and manually adjusted. Pn, Ps,
Dn, and Ds values were calculated with DnaSP, Version
4.10 [53]. Watterson's estimate of silent nucleotide diver-
sity (theta) was calculated by hand (as described in [54]).
The complete polymorphism dataset is provided in Addi-
tional file 1.
Genes were classified into low and high expression level
categories, based on quantile partitions. These correspond
with ranges of lower 25%: 2.25 to 3.15 (n = 1197); lower
50%: 2.25 to 3.31 (n = 2393); upper 50%: 3.31 to 3.53 (n
= 2393); and upper 25%: 3.53 to 4.54 (n = 1197) log
mRNA abundance.
All divergence estimates were log10 transformed to facili-
tate linear comparisons, which are presented (values of
dN = 0 were converted to dN = 0.0001 prior to log trans-
formation); the results are robust and also obtained with
nonparametric comparisons (TC & LLK unpub.). Partial
correlation analysis was used to compare recombination
rate with dN (the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions);
the same results were obtained for the comparison
between recombination rate and dN/dS. The partial r sta-
tistic reported here reflects the association between
recombination rate and protein divergence after associa-
tions between gene expression, gene length, and SBG were
removed. These factors are known to influence patterns of
protein evolution [[25]; TC & LLK unpub.], are all corre-
lated with one another (i.e. recombination is positively
correlated with expression and gene density, but nega-
tively correlated with length), and can therefore give rise
to spurious correlations between the variables of interest.
All statistical analyses were carried out with JMP (SAS
Institute). Statistical comparisons between r for different
gene categories were carried out with software available
online http://department.obg.cuhk.edu.hk/researchsup
port/Correlation.asp. Bonferroni corrections for multiple
comparisons (α/5; because of the 5 categories explored in
Figure 2) were used to adjust P values of statistical signifi-
cance.
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